Cross the stile next to the gate, follow the
remains of a wall that peters out gradually, and
then head uphill to a solitary tree in an old
boundary line. Follow the track straight ahead
across to the wire fence with some mature
hawthorns beside it. Bear right, keeping the
fence on your left, until you arrive at three
gates. Go through the middle gate and follow
the track as it heads downhill and becomes a
walled lane with a squeeze stile and a
footbridge into the wood (point 6).
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Keep following the path with the water to your
right until you reach the entrance to
Blubberhouses car park (point 3). Turn left over
a gated stone stile with a footpath sign and
climb a steep pasture. Go through the gate at
the top and head diagonally to the left, across a
broken down wall and bear slightly right
towards the next wall corner. Keeping this wall
on your right, cross a broken wire fence and
head for a mature oak tree with a gate to the
right of it. Cross the gated stile at point 4 and
follow the edge of the field, keeping the wall on
your left.

Pass through a metal gate and continue
through the next field, keeping close to the wall
on your left, towards another gateway. Go
through the gateway and keep the wall on your
right to head to a waymarked stone stile.
Continue through the squeeze stile into an open
field (point 5) and head for the gate straight
ahead.

Head up through the cleared plantation to a
stone forest track (point 7). Turn left on this
track, past the first junction, to a T junction at
the edge of the wood at point 8. turn left
downhill and then take the next right at point 9
onto a stone track along the edge of the wood.
This is a permissive bridleway, so please be
aware of any cyclists and horse riders. Follow
this back to the road at point 10 and turn left
uphill to find your way back to the car park.

